
A memorable event at Oh Me Ly Euro Cuisine Restaurant 
 

There are many ways for restaurants to celebrate its opening anniversary. They can offer 
complimentary food and drinks, or a special musical night, but there is a unique way to 
make the anniversary is memorable for everyone who attends that day by sharing the joys 
with underprivileged children in VietNam.  
     With that generous idea, miss To Nhu who is owner of O Me Ly restaurant would 
give the entire purchases of meals that night to a non-profit organization for good cause. 
Miss To Nhu didn’t offer her generosity to any organization , she chose one that can be 
trusted and Reaching-Out-Foundation had this honor . 
 The one-year opening anniversary of O Me ly restaurant was held on Sept 13, 
2009. With a kind heart and giving in mind, over 140 people responded to this charity 
event from 11am to 9pm. Every one had a good time and left with good feeling that their 
money will be well spent on orphanages and sick elderly in Vietnam through Reaching-
Out-Foundation programs. 
 Purchase of all meals is $2100.We also received extra donations $1,012 from 
guests. The children in Reaching-Out-Foundation programs will get the grand total of 
$3,112. It was an overwhelmed supports from all the guests. 
 We would like to say thank you and appreciate all guests who took their time 
coming for this event and to all volunteers who worked along with this program to make 
sure everything in place. Last but enormous thank you to these special people who made 
the event happened successfully : 
 

- Miss To Nhu who donated all purchases not just “profit”  to Reaching-Out-
Foundation. 

- Mr. Hoang Thien and Mr. The My who volunteer played keyboards alternately all 
day. Their talents provided a cheerful daytime and relaxing nighttime.  

- Mr. Hoang Trong Thuy from VNCR broadcasting and his wife Lucie who gave 
some lovely piano performances at the event.   

- Mr. Nguyen Manh Cuong from XNV broadcasting and Mr. Vu Chung from 
VNCR broadcasting who raised more donations with their nice singing voices. 

- Well known singer Tuan Vu and popular singer Tommy Nguyen who touched 
guests’ hearts and open guest’s purses with their beautiful singing. Extra money 
was also raised by these gentlemen. 

- Mr. Ky Phat from TRE magazine who came to support this event despite his busy 
schedule.  

- O Me Ly ‘s kitchen staff who provided excellent food and services through out 
the day.  

-  
Reaching- out- foundation will continue our missions with all your generosities and help. 
We hope to see you again on our future events. 
 


